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ABSTRACT 

Thematic route is defined as a route with a potential function or purpose, it is a storytelling tool that has proved 

how focusing on the ―whole‖ in unifying themes can create an ―image‖ for a destination. Themes delivered by 

cultural routes act as an excellent representative of cultural significance, illustrative of memory, history and thus, 

an interpretative of cultural heritage value. Therefore, representing the value of a cultural heritage site through a 

theme encourages tourists to interpret their experience and to search for deeper meaning behind facts. The 

concept of ‗value’ refers to the meanings individuals or groups of people bestow on heritage such as aesthetic, 

historic, scientific, social, spiritual that can cohesively develop the central relevant idea of a theme (Larsen, 

2003). The research is concerned with indexing the cultural heritage value, for indication of themes as the design 

of route is directly affected by them, and this consequently determines its design process. This paper poses main 

problem; how to design a thematic route based on a cultural heritage value- index, that has the ability to deliver 

cultural interpretation through tourist experience of place‖. 

This will be fulfilled through identifying a set of indicators, which are several tangible and intangible 

characteristics that can convey this theme using an integration of two spatial -analytical methods during the 

design process: QGIS with Space Syntax techniques. As QGIS can help in value-indexing, determining a weight 

for each building and structure constitutes the selected heritage site. At the end of this stage, the tangible 

characteristics represented in a number of buildings and structures are highlighted with high contribution in 

representation of theme.  The second stage is concerned with establishing networks and sub-networks in a 

common coherence through the route. Using the space syntax measures, as a transition is created from local to 

global scale by enhancing the structure of the route and connecting it to its wider context. Lastly, data is 

aggregated from the previous stages within the QGIS system by over-layering the results, to see results on 

selected routes.  

This methodology will be applied to the Turkish Town – a historical part of the City of Alexandria, as it will have 

the ability to offers an evident approach for manipulating different routes. The preliminary findings imply the 

importance of using computer aided analytical tools as decision support systems. Such spatial techniques provide 

an analytical process for selecting appropriate actions and creating different scenarios based on different themes.  
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1. INRODUCTION:

Cultural routes are kind of new space for revealing meaningful messages and provoking new thought. They 

integrate both physical and immaterial heritage into the production of experience.  According to the Cultural 

Routes programme launched by the Council of Europe demonstrates cultural routes as representative of cultural 

significance, illustrative of memory and history and interpretive of cultural heritage value ( The Council of 

Europe, 1987). The ICOMOS Charter on Cultural routes (2008) states that they exert an influence through an 

interactive process which is characterized by elements of both physical and intangible nature. Cultural Routes 

must necessarily be supported by tangible elements that provide a physical confirmation of its existence. In 

addition, any intangible assets serve to give sense and meaning to the various elements that make up the whole. 

This wholeness is what implies a value, which is greater than the sum of its part; this gives the route its meaning 

to serve as a concrete and well-determined purpose or message. This means that physical aspects must always be 

studied in connection with other intangible nature, all of which can contribute to its identification and 

understanding of the value that a cultural route can convey. Majdoub (2010) explains that the term ―value‖ as 

which tourists can obtain as inherent in the experience itself. In this context, the experience of cultural heritage 

seems to be the core of cultural routes.  Thus, this paper starts with an attempt to provide a better understanding 

to the concept Themed-Cultural Route, and this contributes in setting a methodology for the design of cultural 

routes by considering theme-identification as a base of its design. Also, the multiple challenges of designing 

cultural routes are clearly determined; this contributes in explaining why incorporating the spatial analytical 

tools is essential, and such analysis of these challenges facilitates choosing the appropriate tools that could be 

involved in the design process.  

The Main aim of research is indexing the cultural heritage value, for indication of themes as the design of route 

is directly affected by them, and this consequently determines its design process. While posing a main problem; 

how to design a thematic route based on a cultural heritage value- index, that has the ability to deliver cultural 

interpretation through tourist experience of place‖. Then, a three-layered mapping model is proposed, and the 

study applies this approach to the Turkish Town – a historical part of the City of Alexandria-Egypt.  

2. DESIGNING CULTURAL ROUTES:

The available evidence seems to suggest that designing an experience shaped by the existence of a cultural route 

can be organized using selected themes (MacLeod, 2016; UNWTO, 2015). As the Thematic route is a route with 

a potential function or purpose in creating themed spaces. Cultural routes that are structured around a certain 

theme are designed to take the advantages of the value of place which is represented in set of various tangible 

and intangible characteristics that express such value. All these characteristics are linked together in a 

comprehensive scene that can be perceived while moving through the route (Al-hagla, 2010). Thus, all tangible 

and intangible characteristics of diverse nature making up cultural routes, that are created by interactions and 

intense relationships by sharing a common theme, are essential in order to deliver an interpretive experience. 

Based on that, it is obvious that the design of Themed- Cultural Route is mainly based on the identification of a 

theme. So, the issue is to determine how the assigned theme could be translated into a designed route that can 

represent such theme, and to outline how the tangible and intangible characteristics that share a similar theme 

can be put together in a single framework for the sake of designing a cultural route. The global report of Cultural 

Routes gives a comprehensive understanding to the design of cultural route by explaining the interactions and 
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intense relationships between the cultural properties shaping the route. The report classifies cultural routes into 

different models. For The current paper, the network model is adopted by forming an archipelago of points that 

are physically connected but not necessarily connected sequentially, and its design is based on a selection 

process of these elements shaping the route. This network route design helps solve physical fragmentation by 

setting start and end points. Besides, this cohesion is mainly determined by themes as well as territorial 

continuity. It states also that a good strategy for the design of cultural routes is to ―construct‖ rather than 

―create‖. This strategy is consisted of “configuring the route, defined as an archipelago of points, based on 

certain criteria that can adopt a relevant theme, and then, developing links between attractions by implementing 

integration and strengthening the synergies between the route and other types of cultural attractions‖. In planning 

for themed routes, these criteria have to flow directly from the cultural heritage value of the selected site where 

the route passes through. Thus, the chosen stops on the route have to reflect the adopted theme, and ideally 

represent an authentic culture heritage value.  

These adopted criteria, according to Burton (1995) and Crompton (1979) must consider the entire tangible and 

intangible characteristics shaping values, by establish a set of index systems for evaluating these attractions and 

determine relative weights for them. These weights represent the relative importance of each attraction in 

conveying the selected theme. On the other hand, according to the global report of cultural routes and European 

Cultural Route of Reformation (ECRR), the setting in network is the principal force for designing cultural routes. 

Establishing networks is a set of research procedures for identifying structures in systems for routes. Network 

analysis can be used to describe the spatial structure which is based on the relationships among components that 

is significant for delivering a shared theme (UNWTO, 2015; Espeleta, Guaragna, & García, 2017). 

Based on that, defining a theme around which a route is built requires and shown in Figure(1): 

 First, establishing a set of index system based on certain criteria associated to the selected theme; this

involves the entire of tangible and intangible characteristics representing each authentic culture heritage

value, and ideally reflecting the adopted theme. Applying these criteria is essential for assigning a

weighting system based on the previous criteria, and then selecting a ―structure of attractions‖ that has high

contribution in conveying the selected theme.

 Second, to able to clearly link up the different highlighted attractions that can share the similar theme.

Figure-1 A multi-phased methodology for the design of interpretive cultural routes. 

Defining a THEME for a Cultural Route 

Indexing Cultural heritage value Establishing Networks 

Determining relative weights 

Identifying “Structure of attractions” 

INTERPRETATION OF CULTURAL ROUTE 
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2.1. INDEXING CULTURAL HERITAGE VALUE: 

The concept of ‗value‘ refers to the meanings individuals or groups of people bestow on heritage, including the 

entire tangible and intangible characteristics embedded in a cultural heritage site (Steele, 1981; Castello, 2006; 

Saar & Palang, 2009). Various scholars and organizations have developed over time various classifications of 

heritage values. Despite the difference in the used terminologies, these typologies describe the same pie. The 

Burra Charter, the most recent and comprehensive document mentions that: ―Cultural significance is the sum of 

the values that a place has, including the five values “aesthetic, historic, scientific, social and spiritual “(The 

Burra Charter, 2013). This paper adopts the Burra Charter‘s classifications of value for describing the 

significance of a cultural heritage site. Indexing Cultural heritage value by accommodating certain criteria for 

designing Cultural Routes is essential; this provides consistency and rationality to the resource selection process. 

So, applying ―value criteria‖ is a prerequisite for clarifying what is understood as ―highly contributing‖ in 

accommodating a certain theme.  Abdul Ghani, Shimizu and Mokhtar (2015) describe index system that 

involves multiple criteria as: The functional relationship between Value-Index and the criteria is given in 

equation (1) below, assuming that the value-index has three criterions: 

Value - Index = f (Cr1, Cr2, Cr3) 

As the functional relationship is linear in nature; this means that if the criteria constitute the value get higher, the 

relative weight will increase; Equation (1) can be represented by the linear Equation (2): 

Value - Index = b1Cr1 + b2Cr2 + b3Cr3 b1, b2, b3: Coefficients representing the weighted value of each of the 

criteria, where 0 ≤ b ≥1.0 

The current study supposes that all coefficients have equal value, this is due to certain limitations. Most of 

planners, experts and scholars‘ contributions for developing a weighting system for each criterion are 

site-specific, or in other words are developed to meet local conditions. 

If b1= b2= b3 then the relative weight could be reduced to a simple average given by equation (3): 

Relative Weight = b (Cr1+ Cr2+ Cr3) = ×100 

Indexing system is developed for each value by outlining the entire tangible and intangible characteristics that 

are associated to each cultural value, determined previously in aesthetic, historic, scientific, social and spiritual 

value. Indexing cultural heritage value is essential and requires a numerical weighting system that can give a 

ranking order and facilitate distinguishing these attractions and assigning priorities (UNWTO, 2015). The 

research is concerned with the historical value due to the assets available in the chosen area as it will be 

discussed later as explained in Table (1). It adopts an objective method for assigning weights, in general, the 

adopted measurement system involves converting each characteristic into an objective measurable indicator by 

setting up a yes-or-no situation (0 -1). To illustrate, ―yes =1‖ indicates that the buildings can fulfill the criteria, 

while ―no = 0‖ means that it has no particular interest, also a number of criteria require additional measurements 

to adopt the yes or-no method as illustrtaed in table (1). It is important to illustrate that some studies adopt 

distinct lists of significance, such as grade scale, but also this would seem to require a more sophisticated 

evaluation system through a fairly long list of criteria than the pass-or-fail (yes-or-no) method. 
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2.2 ESTABLISHING NETWORKS 

Designing cultural routes involves establishing networks or in other words creating a product, dealing with the 

route as a whole system than the sum of its elements (UNWTO, 2015), it is the principal force for cultural routes 

(Pattanaro & Pistocchi, 2016). The route is segmented in networks and sub‐networks having a common 

coherence, the search of this coherency and continuity is very significant in terms of delivering a shared theme 

(Majdoub, 2010). The global report of cultural routes (UNWTO, 2015) describes the concept of networking 

according to ―spatial and cultural networking‖ as follows; 

 The spatial networking, the structure of a cultural route conforms to the multiple designs of a communication 

route. The collection of heritage properties of diverse nature making up cultural routes is created by interactions 

and intense relationships, which have produced different structural configurations of the routes, such as linear, 

belts, corridors, cross shapes, networks, etc. (The ICOMOS Charter, 2008). On the other hand, establishing 

networks works on local and global level; this means the capability of the route to implement integration 

between the heritage resources constituting the route and the surrounding area as well (UNWTO, 2015). Berti 

(2015) states that ―Cultural Routes, in accordance with their network structure, stimulate the establishment of 

different relational systems. Li et al. (2016) study the relations between routes and their internal spatial structure 

and the relations to the surrounding urban structure. The first level is local, and it combines analyzing the 

relational structures between all kinds of elements shaping a cultural route; this involves creating small nodes 

within the route; these nodes result in short, complementary routes within routes. Second, the global level is 

essential in opening new accesses points to the route, and, as a result to the cultural properties of the whole 

network (UNWTO, 2015).  

Table 1:  Value-criteria for the HISTORIC VALUE by outlining the characteristics shaping each criterion and its measurement 

system 
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The cultural networking involves linking new connections (Ballart & Tresserras, 1999; Tresserras, 2006). For 

Hayes and MacLeod (2007), tourists‘ experience through a route is much enhanced by the linking of formal 

resources with informal products such as interpretive centers and interpretive media, which convey a vivid sense 

of local culture. Routes are an ideal way of linking these two types of formal and informal products to create a 

more holistic experience of a cultural heritage site.  

3. INCROPORATING THE SPATIAL ANALYTICAL TOOLS WITH DESIGN PROCESS:

Design of interpretive cultural routes is a complex, multi-phased process that can confront multiple challenges. 

One of these challenges is the use of effective criteria as a prerequisite for defining the theme. First, this requires 

recording and representing the various tangible and intangible characteristics that shape value-criteria, in order to 

facilitate sorting and representing data. Second, for indexing cultural heritage value for the indication of the 

theme using value-criteria, dealing with multi-criteria decision analysis is required for enhancing the decision 

support system. This analysis is essential for identifying and extracting buildings that can fulfill these criteria by 

sorting them through using a weighting system. On the other hand, cultural routes involve different relational 

systems from local to global scale, and each of these scales has its specific characteristics, but also these 

different scales are in continuous interaction with each other and are required to be seen in one single framework. 

This requires a clear understanding of cultural Route as an urban system manifests itself in many scales by 

analyzing its spatial relations; this then can enhance the design outcome. 

Finally, cultural route-design involves identifying attractions that can convey the selected theme, and then 

establishing networks between these identified attractions. This requires dealing with relevant layers of different 

data, and for achieving an effective outcome, overlaying the results obtained from each stage is required for 

comparing the results and supporting the decision analysis. Based on the explanations of the multiple challenges 

of designing cultural routes, the specifications of the analytical tools that could be involved in deigning Cultural 

Routes could be clearly outlined. This tool should have a database system capable of representing and recording 

data, and they have to conduct multi-criteria decision analysis. Analyzing spatial relations at different scales. 

Lastly, overlaying capabilities by using multi-layers data aggregation to adopt relevant layers of different data. 

Above that, it is argued that any analytical approach that could be used in design has to be a spatial one as 

Cultural Route-design is about creating and shaping spaces where tourist perceives his/her experience, and if 

analytical approaches cannot deal directly with this important aspect of the design, they cannot be used in design. 

Thus, the study argues that an integration of both space syntax approach and GIS can provide such a means. 

Geographical Information Systems (GIS) has had the most direct influence on spatial analytical approaches 

(Birkin, Clarke, Clarke, & Wilson, 1996; Nyerges, 2004). GIS is a database system that has the capability of 

overlaying layers of geo-referenced data and the ability to analyze these layers quantitatively; this has turned 

GIS into a powerful tool in urban studies. Also, it is a tool capable of conducting spatial analysis, one of its 

analytical capabilities is the structured spatial query using a criteria-based query language, most commonly SQL 

(Structured Query Language); this facilitates extracting useful information from the database system. On the 

other hand, the space syntax method is a convenient tool for analyzing spatial systems of all kind, ranging from 

small domestic spaces to large-scale urban settlements (form local to global scale). Also, the space syntax 

method adopts a configurational approach by outlining the composition of the built form from the parts that are 

in a unique relationship with each other.  Figure( 2) discusses how the selected spatial analytical tools could be 

involved in the design of Cultural Routes.  
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3.1 DATASETS AND METHODS 

This is achieved by illustrating how analysis could be carried out for defining the theme as a base of designing 

routes, and how this analysis could be applied in each stage of the identified methodology. Consequently, the 

adopted methodology could be described as a composite model consisted of the following three mapping layers: 

First, the involvement of the geographical information system (GIS) is essential to store and represent 

geographical data, and to carry out several relevant analyses. Identifying the points of attractions for the 

designed route by applying cultural heritage value-criteria for each assigned theme; data is gathered and 

organized using GIS. Then, a weighting system is conducted by analyzing GIS data using a criteria-based query 

language. This contributes in classifying buildings into ―highly contributing‖ and ―low contributing‖ in 

conveying a certain theme. Then, by excluding buildings that have low contribution in conveying the selected 

theme, structure of attractions could be appropriately selected. Space Syntax method is used to investigate the 

spatial characteristics of the selected site, which is essential in order to establish networks between the 

identified attractions, and to design a route which as a whole is better than the sum of its parts. As the current 

literature underlines the essential role of creating integration between the identified attractions at the local and 

global level, the configurational approach is convenient in order to pinpoint how urban structure in terms of both 

its connectivity and visibility patterns could affect the several decisions concerning implementing such networks. 

In this regard, Space Syntax Analysis is an appropriate tool in order to examine the relations between street 

network configurations and tourists‘ route choices (Hillier & Iida, 2005). Space Syntax also examines these 

relations at diverse scales from local to global this multi scale defines space, not only by its surrounding 

structure, but also by how it is embedded in the larger system (Hillier & Hanson, 1984). Lastly, an integration of 

Space Syntax methods within GIS by combing the outputs from the two methods together can enrich the analysis 

by over laying the results; this contributes in identifying ideal connectors to the selected attractions, giving 

priorities to some paths for intervention within the overall system, identifying ideal start and end points, 

determining the most appropriate locations of interpretive media; this could be achieved by conducting data 

manipulation in order to identify ideal solutions. 

4. THE TURKISH TOWN AS A CASE STUDY

The Turkish Town (Al-Gommrok District) represents the oldest inhabited remaining settlements in the City of 

Alexandria. It is situated to the west of the current city of Alexandria. It occupies the land separating the western 

(main) port and the eastern port. It is surrounded by the Mediterranean Sea from three sides, while the southern 

part ends with the city central business district. The area is bordered by a major thoroughfare (El-Cornish), and 

Figure 2 The adopted methodology for designing Cultural Routes. 
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to the south El-Nasr Street; within these borders it is sliced into smaller zones by a group of main streets. The 

whole area is divided into fifteen zones following the existing division of shiakhat,( Administrative boundaries ) 

and the main traffic routes, which significantly subdivide the whole fabric. Two zones have been chosen in order 

to demonstrate the various cultural heritage values that this area can obtain. The first zone is Al-Sagha, and it is 

a well-established community, which is based largely on a powerful commercial domain. It has a wide range of 

retailing activities which is recognized over the whole city including: food, herbs, cloth and jewelry. It has also a 

considerable wealth of traditional buildings, especially mosques and commercial buildings ‗wekalahs’. The 

second zone is Souq Al-Samak Al-Qadeam and Qabq Al-Malah, another well-established residential 

community with a mixture of activities, food trade as well as metal and shipping activities, which are located to 

the western side close to the port. The key factor which distinguishes this area is that it has kept a large portion 

of its original urban fabric (Hanafi, 1993) (Figure 3). 

The study area retains many values and potentials as it reflects the special character of its own; this could be 

perceived in its urban pattern, architecture and social life. It represents the living history of the city as it forms a 

continuum tradition of commercial activities; this gives the area its cultural significance. This significance has 

been also displayed in its physical setting through its complex pattern which offers a rich visual experience. So, 

designing a cultural route within the study area could be a convenient approach for realizing interpretation of the 

Turkish Town‘s cultural value. In these regards, the previously identified methodology of designing cultural 

routes will be applied to the Turkish Town, in order to propose a thematic route within the study area. 

4.1. APPLYING THE ADOPTED METHODOLOGY 

A specific theme must be selected to express cohesively the most important stories and messages that the study 

area can reveal. Data is obtained from a detailed on -site observation reveals that the area obtains its value from 

its historical significance. The area has a strong capacity to stimulate a relation to different periods of the past, all 

the buildings and structures obtain their historic value from the associations with a phase or movement, which 

makes a noticeable and influential contribution to the evolution of the city‘s history. In addition, this historic 

value is reinforced as these buildings can represent the principal characteristics of these period of history. On the 

other hand, the ottoman period of history has been chosen to represent the historic theme of the study area as 

most of the area goes back to the period before 1805 A.D., and as a result this period could interpret the historic 

value of the Turkish Town properly. 

Figure 3: (left) The location of the Turkish Town within the city of Alexandria (Right) Location of the selected area 

 within the Turkish Town 
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The study area kept a large portion of its original urban pattern from the ottoman period of history. This could be 

observed in the introverted lifestyle, which characterizes the Turkish Town‘s social life, paying tribute to the 

Islamic concept of division between public and private spaces (Kubat, 2010). This could be observed in the 

hierarchical order of streets that can be classified as follows: ―Shareh” serves as a main street, ―Harah” serves 

as a secondary street and forms the first community unit, ―Atfa” represents the link between a main street and 

―Harah”, and ―Zuqaq” which leads directly to a house‘s private entrance (Ahmadi et al., 2012). Forster in his 

book Alexandria, a History and a Guide, described the Turkish Town as a second-rate affair, little more than a 

strip of houses intermixed with small mosques; a meagre example of the architecture of these centuries. By this 

time the Turkish Town constituted a blow to the country's importance as a meeting point for intercontinental 

trade (Forster, 1983).  Based on that, the selected theme could be ―Interpreting the historical value of the 

Turkish Town developed from its association with the ottoman period of history (1517 A.D. - 1805 A.D.)”. 

Identifying a specific theme could be the base of designing a route within the Turkish Town. The following part 

is concerned with applying the pre-determined methodology to the study area with the aid of incorporating the 

spatial analytical tools used through the design process, and it will end up with designing a thematic Cultural 

Route. 

4.1.1 MAPPING LAYER: 

This stage starts with establishing a geo-data base to organize and record information about the existing tangible 

and intangible characteristics of buildings comprise the study area using GIS. For the selected theme, 

value-criteria are applied by establishing a set of index systems for evaluating buildings and determining relative 

weights for each building using GIS. El-Shourbagi Mosque (1758 A.D.) and Terbana Mosque (1686 A.D.) have 

the highest values concerning this theme (Figure 5); this is mainly because they can represent the quality of 

earliness by dating back to the ottoman period, and due to their association to the ritual events of Muslims that 

were characterized during this period of history. On the other hand, these mosques follow the principal 

characteristics of the Turkish Style by following an enclosed prayer hall and a courtyard that acts as a semi open 

area linking the internal and external space. Besides, combining several uses in the same building; the ground 

floor is used for shops and stores, while the prayer hall is at the first floor and is reached by a courtyard using a 

staircase, and other common characteristics that distinguish these buildings: 

- The minarats of these mosques are very small, especially the upper part ‗typical Turkish style‘.

- The reuse of classical columns taken from the Greek and Roman temples. The structural system of these

mosques is made of stone walls. The ceiling is constructed using timber tie-beams.

On the other hand, some traditional houses have also scored high value concerning this theme, and this is mainly 

because of the mentioned reasons: age and following the principal characteristics of the Turkish style. The 

traditional architecture of the houses forms a modest uniform, which is characterized by being introverted to a 

courtyard or central hall forming a special composition with two stories heights and an asymmetrical planned 

layout. These buildings also represent an innovative structure system of this period, which is made of stones and 

timber tie-beams, using barrel vaults in the ground floors while timber is used in the upper floors. Also, some 

traditional houses have an association to specific people in history as their names are commonly known among 

people of the Turkish Town, and this has enhanced its historic value. These houses could be listed as the 

following: Heikal House, Fouad Kabany House, El-Karashania House and El-Geiriany Basha House. 

Furthermore, ―Wekalah(s)‖ have the highest historic value. In addition to fulfilling the criteria of age and 

following the Turkish Style, they can represent a distinctive type of buildings which were commonly known at 

the ottoman period.  Also, some Wekalah(s) are associated to the life of a particular person, such as: Wekalet 

El-Bitash. Figure 4 explains the index system for this theme and the numerical value for each building. 
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2- Weklet El-Bitash

The structural system adopted 

in the Turkish style; showing 

the use of brick, stones and 

timber 

(Historic value), “To interpret the historical value of the Turkish Town developed from its association to the ottoman 

period of history (1517 A.D. - 1805 A.D.)”

of history “

1- Terbana Mosque

(1686 A.D.) 

Figure 4: (Top) The relative weights for each building according to their Historic value. (Bottom) The determined value-Index for this 

theme, and the identified measurement system for each criterion 
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The study adopts a series groups of importance, based on by Kalman (1976; 1999) by using four general groups: 

those of major significance (75-100); of importance (50-74); of moderate importance (25-49); and of no 

importance (0-24). The buildings with ―major significance‖ (form 75-100) could establish the ―structure of 

attractions‖ for the thematic route, and for buildings that their numerical value is between (0-24), they have been 

excluded as this means that these buildings have fulfilled less than one criteria.  

4.1.2 SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS: 

This part is concerned with analyzing the spatial characteristics of the Turkish Town in order to establish 

network between the identified attractions. The configurational approach is adopted by analyzing both the 

connectivity and visibility patterns of the study area. In addition, the analysis has been conducted at local and 

global scale to implement networks and sub‐networks between the attractions in a common coherence. As for the 

connectivity analysis, the study adopts the Angular segment analysis as many studied argue that it can produce 

better correlation with observed movement behavior than axial analysis, and then can develop more evident 

results. Angular segment analysis breaks axial lines into segments and then records the sum of the angles turned 

from the starting segment to any other segment within the system (Turner, 2004). As for the visibility graph 

analysis (VGA), visual connectivity is adopted as a local measure by capturing spaces that are directly visible 

form each space (Kubat, Özbil, Özer, & EKİNOĞLU, 2012). A VGA for all accessible spaces on a spaced grid 

of 1 m has been conducted Figure (5). Visual connectivity analysis is used as a local measure capturing the 

amount of spaces directly visible from each space. The analysis indicates that El-Nasr Square has the advantage 

of high visual connectivity. This means that it has the highest number of spaces connected to it. It also presents 

multi-directional fields of view due to its domination. Also, El-Nasr Street connecting El-Nasr Square and the 

open space facing the gate leading to the port of Alexandria is chosen as the main focus of the area due to its 

high visual connectivity. On the other hand, El-Midan Street, in close proximity to El-Nasr Square, shows high 

visual connectivity, and main thoroughfares, such as: Wekalet El- Khodar Street and Franca Street. Then, by 

move through the residential zone and the narrow corridors of the Turkish Souq, spaces become gradually more 

clustered through hierarchal thoroughfares. Zuqaq is recorded as being the element with the least visual 

connectivity 

Figure 5:  Visual connectivity analysis of the study area. 
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The study adopts angular segment-choice and integration analysis at a variable radius of 2000.0, 800.0, 200.0 

m. Using a small scale of ‗200.0 m‘, which is less than the commonly known local scale radius of 400.0 m (5

min walk) is because of the fine grain fabric which is relevant to the context of the Turkish Town. On the other 

hand, the scale of 2000.0 m is the first global radius to capture the local centers and the main streets at the 

city-wide scale.  And capable of capturing the relation between the study area and its surrounding urban fabric, 

features a central spine that consists of El-Horreya, Ahmed Orabi, El-Midan, and Ras Al-Tin Streets. This spine, 

that penetrates the study area, comprises the linkage between the city center from the east and the rest of Turkish 

Town from the west and indicates a high to and through movement potentials. Lastly, in terms of visual 

connectivity, El-Nasr square, El-Nasr Street and El-Midan Street are chosen as the main focus of the area, as 

shown in figure (6).  Regarding choice 2000.0 m, El-Midan Street and Ras Al-Tin Street present the top highest 

through movement potentials at the global level. 

Figure 6:  Angular choice and integration analysis at R: 2000.0 m. Source: Saadallah, 2014 
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The scale of 800.0 m is considered as an intermediate radius capturing the main streets at the scale of the study 

area. Choice at the radius of 800.0 m, a measure for capturing the possibility of the space being selected by a 

navigator within this radius, indicates the hierarchal order of streets. As such, main thoroughfares have the 

advantage of a high value for choice. As the streets get clustered, ―Zuqaq‖ shows the smallest values, this 

measure highlights the area‘s main axis. Based on that, El-Midan Street, Souq Elsamak Elqadeem Street and 

Wekalet El- Khodar Street record the highest choice value at R: 800.0 m. On the other hand, choice at the radius 

of 200.0 m highlights street segments that could be used as local connectors for entering any point of attraction. 

Masjid El-Shurbagi Street connecting the Turkish Souq and El-Midan Street records the highest value of choice 

R: 200.0 m. In addition, the axis penetrating Moderiet El-Awkaf, connecting most of the Turkish Souq‘s street 

segments, is chosen as a leading axis. Accessible streets penetrating the residential zone, which lead directly to 

main thoroughfares e.g. Haret Souq El-Samak EL-Kadeem Street and Qabw El-Malah Street connecting Wekalet 

El-Khodar and Souq Elsamak Elqadeem Street, show high local choice value as most of the streets that comprise 

the residential zone are cul-de sacs. As for integration analysis, El-Midan Street records the highest integration 

value at R: 800.0 m. This indicates that core movements are supposed to take place through El-Midan Street. 

Regarding local integration at the radius of 200.0 m, the highest values are found in El-Midan Street and in street 

segments which are in close proximity to it from the Turkish Souq side, such as El-Shurbagi Street and the upper 

part of Souq El-Attarin Street (linking the Turksih Souq and Wekalet El-khodar Street). Global Integration at R: 

2000.0 m highlights El- Horreya Street as the main spine of the city. It also features Ahmed Ourabi Street; the 

linkage between El- Horreya Street and the study area .From this analysis, the study has recorded streets that 

have the advantage of through-movement and to-movement potentials; the two fundamental elements in human 

movement  (Hillier & Iida, 2005; Li et al., 2016).  

From the spatial network analysis, it is concluded that El-Midan Street, Souq Elsamak Elqadeem Street and 

Wekalet El-Khodar Street at the radius of 800.0 m denotes high through movement potentials; these streets can 

open new access points to the route by connecting the local characteristics of the study area and its wider context. 

On the other hand, Masjid El-Shurbagi Street, Souq El-Akkadin Street, Souq El-Attarin Street, the axis 

penetrating Moderiet El-Awkaf , Haret Souq El-Samak EL-Kadeem Street and Qabw El-Malah Street at R: 200.0, 

indicate high local choice potentials. These streets could be considered to be the local focal points of the system 

for accessing the identified points of attractions. El-Midan Street features a high integration at R: 800.0 m; this 

highlights this street as a major destination for tourists for its high to-movement potentials. However, it seems 

that the local integration measure at R: 200.0 has not indicated different results from the radius of 800.0 m. It 

also highlights El -Midan Street, but the overlap between the local and global spatial qualities of El-Midan St. 

enhances its role as a major destination and determines its vitality and attractiveness. Besides, spatial analysis at 

R: 2000.0 m, a measure for capturing the relation between the study area and its surrounding urban fabric, 

features a central spine that consists of El-Horreya, Ahmed Orabi, El-Midan, and Ras Al-Tin Streets. This spine, 

that penetrates the study area, comprises the linkage between the city center from the east and the rest of Turkish 

Town from the west and indicates a high to and through movement potentials. Lastly, in terms of visual 

connectivity, El-Nasr square, El-Nasr Street and El-Midan Street are chosen as the main focus of the area.Thus, 

the issue is to link between the global and local qualities that could both strengthen the internal structure of the 

designed route and better connect it to its wider context. Figure (7) illustrates the creation of this transition from 

city wide scale to the local scale within the study area by linking the internal structure of the designed route to its 
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surrounding area.  

Figure 7 Linking between the highlighted streets at the diverse radiuses of 2000.0, 800.0 and 200.0 m 
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4.1.3 OVERLAYING SPATIAL NETWORK WITH BUILDINGS. 

This stage is concerned with combining the available data obtained from the attribute analysis to the 

configuration analysis of the spatial network in GIS platform. It starts with performing catchment analysis of the 

individual highlighted building for the network layer of street segments for each theme using the space syntax 

toolkit plugin. This contributes in performing more interactive visual exploration of the results by comparing 

network spatial analysis and the clustering of highlighted buildings (Figure 8). 

Figure 8 Catchment analysis showing the two layers of the individual highlighted buildings (Historical Value) and 

spatial network analysis 
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By overlaying the layer of the highlighted buildings ―structure of attractions‖ for this theme and the layer of 

spatial network analysis, a more complex model is created. The overlaying reveals the importance of 

highlighting El-Midan Street as an opening access point to the designed route. This is because of the ability of 

El-Midan Street to represent an intermediate scale connector capable of linking the designed route with the 

surrounding urban structure, and to the identified attractions at the study area level. In addition to its spatial 

characteristics, the existence of El-Shourbagi Mosque gives this path a priority for intervention or even 

implementing other informal interpretive products such as: interpretive media or interpretive centre. On the other 

hand, to identify ideal connectors for accessing any point of attraction, a comparative analysis is conducted in 

more detail by cross-checking the configurational analysis results and the layer of the highlighted buildings 

―structure of attractions‖ for each theme (Figure 9). Finally, by conducting data manipulation and analysis, a 

thematic route has been proposed (Figure 10). 
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Figure 9 Comparing the results obtained from configurational analysis with the layer of the highlighted buildings ―structure of attractions‖ for theme I (Historic Value)
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Figure 10 The proposed route
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5. CONCLUSION:

In the quest of identifying a methodology for designing Cultural Routes with the aid of the spatial analytical

tools and its application on a case study, the following findings conclude the research concerns on the adopted 

methodology for designing cultural routes, the use of the spatial analytical tools, and the application on the 

Turkish Town as a case study. As for the adopted methodology, it has proved to be successful in accurately 

defining and enhancing the existing cultural heritage values that a cultural area can interpret. Also, 

representing such values using value-criteria has revealed an understanding on how each building in an urban 

system could/not contribute in interpreting this value. By conducting a weighting system, buildings are 

classified, and this is essential for pinpointing any appropriate interventions. Consequently, some 

considerations could be given to the enhancement potential of the highlighted value.  

As for the involvement of the spatial analytical tools, by integrating the GIS within the space syntax 

methods, the study reveals that the use of the spatial configurational approach implies the importance of 

applying a method that has a theoretical basis by acknowledging the spatial-social relation. This has added 

value to the design process when implementing networks. For example, the most vital spaces that include 

commercial activities and high concentration of pedestrians lay on the most connected streets. This supports 

the findings of various studies that highlight how attractors are located in places that take advantage of the 

opportunities offered by the most connected streets (Hillier et al., 1992). On the other hand, the study has 

revealed a correlation between configuration properties, measured by ‗Space Syntax‘, and the other tangible 

and intangible characteristics. This was evident through the analysis process, for example the space syntax 

measures (choice and integration) have described the spatial characteristics of the Turkish urban pattern. This 

is observed in the location of the main and minor mosques and their relation to the overall urban system. Also, 

these configurational measures highlighted the hierarchical order of streets which characterize the Turkish 

urban pattern. On the other hand, the study reveals the importance of the GIS as a tool capable of indexing 

data for the indication of the theme, and overlaying capabilities for enhancing the design process. Integrating 

the space syntax methods into GIS using the space syntax toolkit gives the best results by integrating different 

layers and creating a composite model. Also, overlaying enables comparing and cross-checking the results 

obtained for achieving ideal solutions. 

The application of the methodology on the Turkish Town as a case study has also revealed some 

conclusions: First and above all, the Turkish Town could be considered to be an excellent representative of the 

various cultural heritage values. This is mainly because of its ability to convey several tangible and intangible 

characteristics; this was clearly revealed when value-criteria was applied to the study area. On the other hand, 

by applying the composite model to the Turkish Town, several findings have been revealed: 

 It is found that the results obtained by overlaying data from GIS attribute analysis and space syntax

spatial network analysis, were correlated. Street segments with high local and global choice value

matches with those where the highlighted buildings are located; this reveals several findings. It could be

concluded that choice as measure capable of capturing the importance of a path being followed by

visitors making their decision about movement, could be considered the most convenient measure for

describing tourist‘s route choice behavior. Thus, paths that have high choice value can act as a focal

point of the system at the local and global scale.

 At the global level, the study highlighted El-Midan Street as it shows high choice and integration value.

Highlighting this street is essential as it could be considered as an ideal transition between local and
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global scale, by connecting the study area with the city center from one side and the rest of the Turkish 

Town from the other side. This could enhance the potentials of the designed routes by adopting 

appropriate interventions to this corridor by linking some important nodes, such as the city center with 

these routes.  
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